Concerns Pertaining to Drones
Agents are now using drones to take video and photographs for purposes of marketing properties. However, the use of
drones is creating potential liability for brokerages.
Liability relating to drones arises out of the following:
1.

Potential claims for invasion of privacy;

2.

Bodily injury or property damage affiliated with uncontrolled drones;

3.

Cyberliabilty and hacking issues; and

4.

Trespassing.

Invasion of privacy claims have been asserted based on property owners claiming that drones were intruding on their
privacy and their property. It is important that agents using drones ensure that they have a release of liability from their
clients. It is also important that agents ensure that drones are not intruding on neighbors' properties. Agents may want to
consider using drones for rural properties, but not urban properties.
Claims have also arisen relating to bodily injury and property damage. Operators of drones may lose control of the
drones. Issues have arisen that drones have hit people or property. It is important that agents use reputable drone
companies who are properly insured.
Issues have further arisen relating to cyber-liability and hacking pertaining to drones. Drones can be used to collect
information and serve as mobile delivery services. Drones are also used to collect substantive information, which could be
used for software users seeking to steal data. Such activities can create the theft of important information including
trespass.
The use of drones could also be considered a trespass against neighboring properties.
Agents need to be cautious in their utilization of drones and selection of drone providers.
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